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THE MAN-WOMAN DYNAMIC
OF HA-ADAM: A JEWISH PARADIGM
OF MARRIAGE
UBlessed are You Lord our God, King of the Universe, who creates ha-

adam."

i.

The Biblical view of marriage is unique among the many extant religious,
philosophical and sociological views. The Bible sees a married couple neither

as two people who have made a contractual agreement, nor as two
individuals who have entered into a lasting loving partnership, but as two

halves of a whole, each of whom finds his or her missing half and thus
reconstitutes a whole-this, by recreating a pre-existent, independent entity.
The Bible's married couple is higher than the most harmonious, romantic,
united-in-eternal-Iove Uwe." It represents the creation of a new ui" in

recognition of God's creation of man and woman not as complementary
halves of a unit known as the family, but as two halves of a single persona;
a persona which, even before birth, was designated as one whole personality,

and which, in marriage, transcends its temporary, post-natal bifurcation,
each side of which finds its other half. Thus is created the ideal, reconstituted

personality.
This single being, while compounded of two people, can be compared

to the human being. Each human being is composed of many organs-

hands, heart; brain, ears, fingers-all of which operate somewhat
independently but have no existential significance unless viewed as organs
of one person. Similarly the new (tl" of marriage assumes an independent,
united, sovereign identity. Much as a king employs the royal uwe" to indicate
that he speaks for his realm, a married person saying ul" indicates that
he or she is speaking for the elevated, united uwe." In emulating the first

man/woman whom the Torah describes as having been created as one,

uwe" indicates that the family is the place where mankind has the
opportunity

to return to the perfected state enjoyed prior to sin.
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II.

In this essay, we hope to investigate how the Bible and its commentators
set forth the man-woman dynamic, how they describe the creation of the

first man and woman, the reason for the creation of the sexes, and the
relationship that should prevail between them. The center of our study
is Genesis 2:18, uAnd the Lord God said, it is not good for the man (haadam) to be alone; I will make a fitting helper for him."

Who is ha-adam? It is neither a man (ish) nor the first man (adam).
To identify ha-adam, we turn to Genesis 1:27. (tAnd God created ha-adam
in His image, in the image of God He created him (oto); male and female,
He created them (otam)." The first part of the verse clearly indicates that
ha-adam is a single being. Thé second half indicates that this single being

is both male and female. Finally, this single being, at the conclusion of
the creation process, becomes Uotam (them)," two individuals.
The key to decoding this mystery is to be found in Rashi, the Biblical

commentator par excellence, who generally anchors the Biblical t~xt in
its plain meaning. Rashi explains: (tThey were created shenai partzufim (of

two faces, androgynous) in the original creation; and only later did God
divide them." In other words, ha-adam, the first human being is a unique
creatiol'; both male and female, simultaneously.1
The first man and woman were created at the very same time; not,
as is commonly assumed, that Adam was created first and Eve second, from
Adam's (trib." Precisely how this ha-adam is to be described in human
terms is beyond our ken. Still, the Midrash posits that this was an individual

possessing a combination of male and female characteristics,-a single,
integrated, God-like being, both male and female.
Later, the Torah records that ((the Lord God put ha-adam into a tardema

(deep sleep) and took one of his tze/aLot." Rashi indicates that tze/a'Òtav

does not mean uone of his ribs," but, uone of his sides," as is taught,

(tthe side of the Tabernacle." This follows the meaning of the Talmud Uthat

they were created with two faces."2 Ha-adam was originally a unified
individual with two usides," two faces, two aspects, two sexes, subsequently
divided into two.
This is the paradigm of marriage. No matter how carefully a man and

a woman employ rational means to determine if they are suited for each
other, ultimately God puts them into a tardema, an ecstasy in which their
critical, logical, ra'tional capacity is overcome by an ecstatic sleep-the ecstasy

of love. The function of marriage is to rejoin that which God had separated,

to restore the unity of ha-adam. In seeking a mate, each person seeks
to unite with his or her missing half. Marriage is a quest for something

lost; each partner is in search of the other, lacking fulfilment until rejoined
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into an entity both new and primordiaL. The impulse which all of mankind
shares in uniting in marriage is to recreate ha-adam, the united, singular
being of both sexes.

We might say that present at the birth of each person is a hidden
search-the pursuit of a tie with a future partner who in effect is the missing

part of the self. Marriage is to become uone" again, literally; to become
like God, who alone is uone"-who encompasses in one being the creative
energies reflected in both male and female and rules by employing both
male and female qualities.

The true tze/em Elokim, the image or reflection of God, is ha-adam,
man and woman together. Married, they alone are capable of creating,

or recreating, humankind's original tze/em Elokim. In essence every man
is a potential Adam and every woman is a potential Eve-their story is
the story of all of mankind, their origin represents the origin of each married
couple. The Talmud (Sanhedrin 58a) notes. that (ta domesticated animal and
beast are exceptions (they do not reach a state of spiritual unity) since,
when they mate, they do not become one flesh." They lack the ability

to become a unified spiritual being, as do man and women in marriage.
The mandate that Ua man wil leave his father and mother and cling (ve(Genesis

davek, glue himself) to his wife so that they become one flesh"

2:24) does not apply to them.

This is not a contractual, biological, or sexual unity alone, nor even
the ability to unite in bringing forth children; it is an ultimate, transcendental
unity. The goal of marriage is to create the Godly unity of man and woman.
The pursuit of marriage is to be motivated by the highest spiritual instincts

implanted by the Creator, the desire to become, again, united, as is God;
to possess both male and female qualities, to function in the uniting bond
called marriage.
In Midrash Rabbah, Rabbi Hiyya Bar Gamda says: ((He is not called
a complete person (for his second half is missing), as the Torah says (Genesis
5:2) (And God blessed them and called their name Adam.' Only when
they are both together can they be called Adam. And there are those who

say that he (who does not marry) lessens the image of God, for it says
(Genesis 9:6), (for in God's image He created ha-adam.' "

We turn now to the remainder of the seminal verse: God said, ((It is not
v) for ha-adam to be alone (Ievado). I wil make a compatible
good (10 to

helper for him." Why doesn't God entrust ha-adam with the task of
accomplishing the ultimate goal of creation, i.e., embodying the tOY me' od
by reaching the level of perfection the Torah describes as levado?

Also, why did the Torah employ the phrase 10 tOY, ((it is not good"?

If the intention of the Torah was to describe evil it would have said ra,

ubad." La tOY therefore describes a state of humanity not yet capable of
leading to tOY. What is to

v?
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The Torah employs tOY to conclude each step in the drama of creation.

Tov is repeated six times in the first chapter of Genesis. Finally, when man
is created, the Torah exclaims, as though in a finale, "And God saw that
it was tOY me' od, very good." T ov me~ ad is therefore the pin nacle of creation,

the ultimate good. Lo tOY is its antithesis. It was not God's intention to
bestow upon man the status of tOY me'od/levado without his struggling

and striving to achieve it. Levado for mankind is not a gift which comes
without effort. On the contrary, choosing good over evil, elevating and
refining mind, personality and society represents the very task for which
mankind was created.
God's intention in initially creating ha-adam as levado is to teach man

and woman that since each together was created levado, this represents
the perfect initial state. Levado describes mankind prior to the sin. Mankind
on the level of levado has only spiritual desires and inclinations.
As Hizkuni states, "Why in Genesis 2:3 does it sáy, asher bara Elokim

la-Lasot, 'which the lord created-to do'? To do is awkward, seemingly
unnecessary. Hizkuni replies, ula-Lasot refers to man; it is his task to perfect
the world."

This point acquires its full meaning only against the background of
a complete understanding of levado as used throughout Tanakh.
1. The Torah describes the struggle between Jacob and Esau as a struggle

which resulted in Jacob being elevated from his status as the defeated,
persecuted, exiled Yaakov (its root, akev, heel) and transformed into Yisrae/,

"prince of God."
When Jacob struggled with the angel (Genesis 32:25) the Torah records

that
Ya(akov was left alone (/evado) and a man wrestled with him until the
break of dawn. When the angel/man saw that he had not prevailed against

so that the socket of

Ya(akov, he, wrenched Ya(akov's hip at its socket

his hip was strained, and the angel wrestled with Ya(akov; then the angel/
man said, ((Let me go, for dawn is breaking," but Ya(akov answered,
"i wil not let you go, unless you bless me." Said the angel, ((What is

your name?" He replied, uYa(akov." Said the angel, uYour name shall
no longer be Ya'akov, but Israel, for you have striven with beings divine

and human and have prevailed." "Ya(akov was left alone-/evado."

Rabbi Shlomo Wolbe comments:3

When it states that God, 'Ve-nisgav Hashem levado (And God wil be
triumphant, levado)" (Isaiah 2:11), this refers to Ya(akov as well,
concerning whom it states, ((And Va( akov remained levado. n Levi.úo refer!)

to the revelation of God himself, Who in the future wil reveal His
singularity and uniqueness in the presence of all humankind. It is this

level that our father Jacob attained. It is with this quality that he fought
and defeated Esau's angel.
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My teacher (Rabbi Yeruchem levovitz, mashgiah of the Mir Yeshiva
in Poland) teaches that this is the quality to which a Torah personality must
aspire:
to be Jevado. The quality and reality of this level of attainment is to
become totally autonomous and fully independent, not dependent on
anyone.

2. Isaiah 2:11: tiMan's haughty looks shall be brought low, and the
pride of mortals shall be humbled; none but the Lord shall be exalted

in that day, ve-nisgav Hashem levado ba-yom ha-hu." On the day of the
coming of the Messiah; on the day all mankind wil accept God as King
by accepting His rule, even God wil be perceived in this very highest state:
levado.
3. When Moses approached God, he was levado (Exodus 24:2). To be

able to approach God to receive the Torah, Moses too, had to achieve
the Godly level of levado. liMoses, alone, shall come near the Lord; but

the others shall not come near, nor shall the people come up with him."
4. Deuteronomy 4:35: lilt has been clearly demonstrated to you that
the lord alone, levado, is God; there is none beside Him." None other
than God is on the level of levado.
Thus Genesis 2:18 in effect says: tiThe ultimate good cannot be achieved

if the unified ha-adam begins its journey on earth having set out on the
level of levado." Rashi confirms this interpretation.

Man and woman united in ha-adam should not claim that there are
two realms, one in the upper sphere in which God rules because He
is one and does not have a mate; and one in which I, ha-adam, am

the ruler in the lower realm because I am one and do not have a mate."
Onkelus translates lotov as /0 takin: not perfected. Tikkun o/am, universal

perfection, cannot come about so long as ha-adam begins his earthly journey
by starting out on the level of levado. This is 10 tOY, the opposite of good.

When a man and woman marry they acquire the potential to recreate
the state of levado-their point of origin. Since each was there once before,
each is capable of reaching it again-of toilng in Torah and mitzvot, of

refining and perfecting each of their personalities, each from the unique
vantage point of his or her gifts and potentiaL.

Rabbi Yohanan Zweig offers a further insight into levado.4When Bilaam,
at the bequest of Balak, attempts to curse the Jewish people, he blesses

them instead. U Hein am levadad yishkon u-vagoyim 10 yithashav (they are
a nation living leva
dad.. not taking into consideration thp. opini()n~ of the
nations)" (Numbers 23:9). In this context, levadad cannot mean alone or
lonely. Bilaam perceives that Israel is autonomous, independent and self-

sufficient. Israel requires the alliance of no one but God in determining
its path on earth. Israel is dependent on God alone. By extension, the purpose
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of marriage (reaching levado) is not partnership. Partners often quarrel and
break up. Marriage, on the other hand, unites two people by creating an

autonomous entity whose two parts together achieve the unity represented
by levado/levadad. In marriage, man and woman individually dare not
behave as though they are autonomous, independent and self-sufficient.
Each needs the other and is dependent on the other for the realization
of autonomy. Each contributes maximum effort and resources without regard

to whether the other is capable of making a similar contribution. Each

requires the qualities and contributions of the other to achieve true
independence and self suffciency.

Genesis 2:18 continues, ((I will divide ha-adam and make 10 (of him,
not for him) a helper who will be opposite him" (or, ((a helping counterpart
in juxtaposition to him"). Each side is of equal value, neither was created
prior to the other. Each helper is opposite and equal to the other. Each

contains t,he opposite pole of a unity and exists in tension with it. The
purpose of this tension is to achieve a unity of goals and purposes by
tempering different vantage points and by resolving conflicts. Man and
woman are different. UThey need not think alike, but they must think

together." By creating a unity of purpose, man and woman can rise to
the state of levado.5

The true significance and relevance of the marriage blessing; ((Who

creates ha-adam" is often lost because in most prayer books yotser haadam is translated in the past tense. ((Blessed are You, Lord our God, King

of the Universe who created man," In fact, the blessing should be translated

in the present tense, ((who is creating man." The blessing refers not to
the creation of man in the past, but to the act of creating man and woman
(ha-adam) in the present. The blessing assumes immediacy, relevance and
focus as we realize that its subject is the couple standing under the marriage

canopy, an event taking place before our very eyes-the recreation of a
male and female into a unity of ha-adam which bears the potential of
becoming the tze/em e/okim.

The goal of the marriage ceremony is to "recreate" the ha-adam. The
first human was not a ((man" but a united bisexual being. Tl:ie Torah describes

ha-adam as ulevado," a word describing the Messianic state when God
alone will dominate reality. This state of levado, which sets forth mankind's
task, is not a gift but a lifelong challenge.6 God therefore divided this

primordial being-ha-adam-into two poles, two personalities, two halves,
male and female. Their task in marriage is to bring about tOY m'od, the

ultimate good,7 by working toward and reaching the state of levado.8 This

is accomplished by struggling against ,the forces of tumLa and profane
materialism, by living a life of purpose and sanctity. Interestingly, much
of the challenge of marriage is to channel the very manner in which man
and woman control and direct the very forces which draw the sexes to
each other.
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Every wedding restores the bride and groom to the unified state of
Adam and Eve, enabling two halves to find their missing half and become
whole again. Every wedding resummons the theme of the marriage

ceremony blessing, ((Gladden the bride and groom as you gladdened your

creation in the primeval Garden of Eden." In marriage, the two poles of
humanityare reconstituted and reunited. Man and woman become a single
entity who support and restrain each other in a parallel state of kenegdo,
working opposite each other, in juxtaposition, by helping and complement-

ing each other-by creating the unity of creative tension. Marriage is a
dynamic state of highs and lows, joy and sadness. Most of all it is a vessel
through which man and woman combine forces to create a binyan adei
ad-a permanent everlasting structure through which they pursue the goal

of creating a purposeful, sanctified home built on love, compassion and
resolve.
The magnetic force which pulls husband and wife together is the creative

energy which motivates them to create the echad, the One on this earth.

Sefer haShorashim of Radak notes that the root of ehad is ah (brother);
that is to say, in marriage two human beings combine in total fraternity.

Two people become so appropriately matched that they create a home
which evolves into a miniature sanctuary in which purposeful compromise
and the blending of individual's likes and interests creates the polar unity
of ehad-ah. To achieve this goal they must become so devoted to each

other and their goals that they function as though they are one entity;
ha-adam.
NOTES
1. Ketuvot 8a serves as Rashi's source: "Rabbi Judah questions: In one instance it says, 'in the image
of God He created him'; later it says, 'male and female, He created them.' How are both possible?
In the first instance God's concept was to create them as two, but in the end he created them
as one."

2. Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch, notes (Genesis) 2:21 that "tze/a does not occur elsewhere in Tanakh
as a 'rib,' but always as a 'side,' which is also why tza/ua means to be inclined towards one side,

to limp."
3. A/eh Schur, Volume II Page 414, (1982).
4. Oral Lecture, Orthodox Union Yarchei Kallah (Homowack Lodge, New York, JulY 1989).

5. Note Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch's comment to Genesis 2:18, "It does not say that it was not
good for man to be alone, but 'this is not good, Man being alone.' As long as Man stands alone
it is altogether not yet good, the goal of perfection will never be reached so long as he stands
alone. The completion of the 'good' was not Man but Woman and it was only brought to mankind
and the world by Woman. And this fact has been so deeply appreciated by the 'Rabbis', that

they teach in the Talmud: only through his wife does a man become a 'Man', only husband and
wife together were 'Adam.' A task which is too great for one person must be divided, and just
for the accomplishment of the whole of man's mission, God created Women for Men. This woman
is to be ezer kenegdo. Even looked at superficially, this designation expresses the dignity of women.
It contains not the slightest reference to any sexual relationship, she is placed purely in the realm

of man's work,it was there that she was missing, she is to be ezer kenegdo. Ezer kenegdo expresses
no idea of subordination, but rather complete equality, on a footing of equal independence. Woman

stands to man kenegdo, parallel, on the line, at his side.
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"That is why this lsha, a 'feminine man: who stands not with him, but next to him, negdo,

works at another point in the same line, so that each one of them fils a separate position, and
they mutually complement each other.))
6. Note Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch's comment to Genesis: 2:24, "So long as 'man' was alone
it was not yet 'good.' Once the division had been made, it was no longer possible for 'man'

to fulfil his callng by himself, now his wife was to be his ezer kenegdo. Without his wife he
was only half a man, only with her he became a whole man. Therefore a man leaves his father
and his mother, attaches himself to a wife, and they become one single body. Just as before the
division the 'man's' body was subordinated under one spirit and one divine wil, so after marriage,

man and woman again become one single body. This can take place only if they also become
one mind, one heart, and one soul. This is possible only if they subordinate their strength, efforts,

thoughts and desires to the service of the Higher wil."

7. Genesis (5:1,2) concludes the chronicle of man's creation by, stating: "This is the book of the
Chronicles of Adam: On the day that God created Adam, He made him in the likeness of God.
He created them male and female. He blessed them and named them Man (Adam) on the day

that they were created. Says Rabbi Elazar (Yevamot 61 :2), "Any man who does not have a wife
is not a man-for it says "Male and female He created them and He called their name Adam."
Here
the Torah clearly states its position-the "likeness of God" is "him"-the united individual
who in marriage is man and woman. He called their name Adam (singular) on the day he created

them (plural). The mixture of the singular and plural in the peshat, the plain meaning of the
verse, bears out the interpretation of the Sages.
6. Additional

Ie va

do references: Psalms 72:18, Psalms 148:13, Job 9:8, Deuteronomy 4:35, Micha 7:14,

Psalms 4:9.
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